
What’s the big deal?

DataSnipper Platform

Hard to retain talent
Young professionals leave 
due to lack of meaningful 
work, driven by the lack of 
automation and intelligent 
tools.

High time pressure
Time pressure drives ”error 
blindness", avoiding 
documentation standards, 
decreasing overall audit 
quality.

Repetitive audit work
Auditors waste valuable time 
by manually performing 
repetitive audit tasks, while 
preparing and reviewing 
audit procedures.

Improved quality
Increased time to spend on 
analyzing high-risk areas, 
leads to overall higher audit 
quality. 

Innovative culture
Auditors can focus on the 
work they love, improving 
overall work culture and 
employee retention. 

Time saved
Repetitive audit tasks are 
performed significantly 
faster with intelligent 
automation.

Why DataSnipper?
Say goodbye to repetitive work. DataSnipper adds value for your clients by automating for 
efficiency. Save time to focus more on high-risk areas. Use DataSnipper for your Test of 
Controls, Walkthroughs, Test of Details and Financial Statement Procedures.

Our team feedback about DataSnipper was exceedingly positive. The 
tool provides major efficiency improvements and is offering features 
that truly support our teams in delivering a high-quality audit. On top of 
that, DataSnipper is fun to use! 
Mathias Bunge, Partner FSI Audit & Assurance at Deloitte

DataSnipper is an intelligent audit platform within Excel that improves the speed 
and quality of your audit



Top features powering the platform

Loved by auditors across the globe

Snipping: Easily cross-reference Excel 
with supporting evidence, like PDFs, 
images, MS Word and Excel files 
directly in your Workbook.

Find all Sums: Automatically verify the 
mathematical accuracy of a financial 
document. DataSnipper will analyze all 
numbers to find potential sums.

Document Matching: Automatically 
match Excel data with supporting 
documents, like invoices, bank 
statements, and contracts.

Smart Search: Instantly search through 
all your imported documents, like PDFs, 
images and even scans with hand-
written text.

"Unlocking unbelievable efficiencies"

DataSnipper provides significant efficiency improvements in 
engagement workflows. We have more time to focus on high-risk 
areas, supporting our clients’ individual needs. The ease of use of 
DataSnipper platform allowed us to quickly implement the tool to 
our team!
Jeremy Beltgens, Senior Manager, Assurance at MNP
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